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Abstract 
Choosing a school is an important decision that all parents are forced 
to make for their children . It is interesting to observe parents who 
have strong beliefs in the importance of public education and yet 
choose to send their children to elite private schools . There are many 
dual career couples that face the issue of providing care for their 
children , while maintaining their demanding work life . With the 
limited affordable , quality options that are available , it is no 
surprise that they are have discovered that choosing elite private 
schools serves as a practical alternative to traditional forms of 
child care . 
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Introduction 
Hypocrisy is interesting . In my observations of American society , 
I notice that there are often disconnections between what people say 
and what they do. Where I see this the most is in parents ' schooling 
decisions for Lheir children . We often hear that Americans value equal 
opportunity for all people , an idea of equal opportunity that is 
heavily influenced by the ideology of the American Dream . The American 
Dream promises "a system of opportunity so that regardless of 
background , each individual has an equal chance to prosper" (Johnson , 
2006 , 21 ). When we examine closely what Americans value through their 
actions , however , the picture changes . How is it that someone who has 
strong beliefs in the importance of public education could send their 
Children to private school? If this contradictory behavior was 
Observed in only one person , then it would not be particularly 
shocking or interesting , but noticing this pattern of behavior again 
and again with parents that I meet throughout my life astounds me . 
Hypocrisy exists when parents , who the importance of public education , 
make the decision to send their children to private school . My goal 
was to get to the root of this hypocrisy . What situations or contexts 
lead people to act in ways that contradict their beliefs? Through my 
research , I identified a pressing issue that strongly influences 
Parents ' schooling decisions for their children , particularly in the 
Pre-kindergarlen and kindergarten years: child care . While child care 
has always been a large responsibility for parents , it has become a 
9rowing issue due to more and more couples working and focusing on 
their careers . Dual career couples with families are finding ways to 
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work Lhe system and geL Lheir money ' s worth . In doing so, they act in 
ways LhaL work for Lhem , but at the same time contradict the values 
they hold . 
My thesis shows that today ' s dual career couples are taking 
advantage of the full day pre-kindergarten and kindergarten programs 
offered by elite private schools , to serve as alternative , affordable 
child care options for their young children . In many instances , when 
families can continue to afford it , parents keep their children 
enrolled in these elite private schools through grade school and 
beyond . The use of elite private school initially as child care can 
jump start parents ' schooling decisions for the long run . 
I begin with a review of the literature . I start with reviewing 
the work thaL has been done in the field of sociology of education 
LhaL highlights the inequality between schools and the education 
received in them . I then move to why schooling decisions are 
important in a child ' s socialization and life chances . After that , 
hidden curriculum that is associated with different schools is 
discussed . Next I review the disconnection between people ' s beliefs , 
Which is a Lopic that is beginning to be studied by sociologists. 
I·' i nall y , 1 comrnen L on the 1 L tera Lure Lhat is available on working , 
dual career couples and the responsibility of child care . I note that 
there is nothing currently in print about parents enrolling their 
Children in elite private schools in response to the rising cost of 
quality child care . The research presented in this thesis indicates 
Lhe need for more inves igaLion on this topic. 
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Next , I present my thesis research . My data collection began in 
December , 2007 and went through March , 2008 . I interviewed ten parents 
about their schooling decision s . My initial aim was to explore if 
Lheir actions were in-line or in-conflict with their values regarding 
Lhe public education syslem . To my surprise , an answer to my question 
Practically fell on my lap . Parents ' schooling decisions were very 
much in-conflict with their beliefs , and for many of the parents , it 
Was for the same reason . Almost all of the parents I met with had 
brought up the concern of finding quality , full day child care 
Programs in which to enroll their children , without my mention of 
anyLhing relaled to child care at all . This was an issue that seemed 
to dominate Lhe decision making process , and was something that had 
been completely off of my radar i n the initial stages of my thesis . I 
revamped my interview questions and re-contacted my interviewees to 
conduct follow-ups . In addition , I completed two more interviews . 
NcxL , Lurn o Lhe resulls of my research , which show Lhat full 
day care for chiJdren of dual career coupJes is a main factor in 
determining schooling decisions . The lack of quality full day care 
Provided by the public school system has consequently made elite 
Private schools an attractive , practical option for these parents . I 
have broken down my results into three differe n t sections : the 
importance of full day care , transportation concerns between multiple 
locaLions , and Lhe qualily of care , all of which I feel contribute to 
the trend of more and more dual career couples sending their children 
to elite private schools . I then discuss which types of families 
decide to stay enrolled in the private school for the long run , and 
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those that choose to allend public school after their initial two 
Years at an elite private school. 
It is not a coincidence that many of the parents I interviewed 
chose to send their children to the local elite private school . While 
Parents may feel that being a part of a dual career couple , trying to 
find full day care for their children , is something that only they 
have to deaJ with , many others are in the same boat when it comes to 
the decision on where to find affordable , quality full day care . All 
the parents in my study have recognized that the traditional options 
for child care that are available are not practical for their 
lifestyles , and as a result , have made the best choice for their 
families . It is astounding that we have come to the point where 
quality child care cannot be provided for much less than a year ' s 
tuition at an elite private school. If we truly value our children in 
the way that we often claim, than it is crucial we provide more 
quality , full day child care programs . 
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Literature Review 
Before I embarked on my project , it was imperative for me to be 
familiar with what has already been written on my topic . Reviewing 
the findings of sociologisLs and other researchers enabled me to feel 
competent in creating research questions , as well as to be engaged in 
educated discussions in my interviewees . This section will highlight 
the research that I found , as well as what was difficult to find . 
I begin by looking at t h e sociology of education, in particular 
focusing on inequality that exists in schools , and the education they 
Provide . I then move to the idea of hidden curriculum and its effect 
on a child ' s education . Nexl , I highlight what authors have to say 
about why schooling decisions are importanL , in particular , the role 
Of schooling decisions for the socialization of future leaders and 
elites . After that , I bring to ligh t the minimal research that is 
being done on what I call " the disconnection between people ' s 
beliefs ." I then explore the literature (or lack thereof) that links 
Pre-school child care and decisions regarding elite private schooling . 
While I did find a few recent books about the effect on families of 
women in the workplace and working couples caring for their children , 
which I discuss in the section I call " dual career couples ," no 
research has been done focused on parents use of elite private school 
Programs as an alternative to more traditional forms of child care . 
So · 1 · c~ology of Education - Inequa ~ty 
Jonathan Kozol , one of the most well-known writers in the field 
Of education , has a lot to say about the inequality that exists 
between American public school districts . In his book , Savage 
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InequaliLies , he talks specifically about the vast difference in the 
cost-per-pupil spending between neighboring school districts in six 
major US cities . The discrepancies between New York City and its 
Suburbs are astounding . 
" Average expenditures per pupil in the city of New York in 
1987 were some $5 , 000 . In the highest spending suburbs of 
New York (Great Neck of Manhasset , for example , on Long 
Island) funding levels rose above $11 , 000 , with the highest 
districts in the state at $15 , 000 . The inequality is clear" 
(Kozol , 1991 , 83-84) 
Although this figure is a lit~le dated , the same basic discrepancies 
hold true today throughout the country . 
Another contributing factor to the inequality that exists between 
School districts is that parents who have the financial ability to 
make change within the disadvantaged public school district send their 
Children Lo private school , or move out of the school district 
CompLeLely . This behavior , which happens more often then we would like 
to see , perpetuates the cycle , and prevents the disadvantaged schools 
from making any ground . "The degree of equanimity in failure , critics 
note , has led most affluent parents in Chicago to avoid the public 
system all together . ' Nobody in his right mind ,' says one of the 
City ' s aldermen ' would send [his] kids to public school '" (Kozol , 
19 91 , 53) . Even Alexander , a 16 year old Jamaican student enrolled in 
a depressed public school in New York City understands this trend . He 
exPlains that part of the reason that inequalities are established is 
because , simply put "the parents of rich children have the money to 
9et into better schools " (Kozol , 1991 , 105) 
Heather Beth Johnson agrees with this idea , and dedicates a whole 
Ch apter in her book , The American Dream and the Power of Wealth , 
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titled ' Buying In and Opting Out ,' exploring the actions parents take 
to avoid the public school systems in their area . She reports that 
Wealth and intergenerational transfers enable parents to make whatever 
choice makes sense to them . A common theme between the upper and 
middle - cJass parents that Johnson interviewed was that "public schools 
Were not good enough or safe enough for their kids " (Johnson , 2006 , 
68 ) · So with the ability to send their children to private schools , 
the choice was clear . 
It should not go without saying , that both Johnson and Kozol are 
Very aware of the crossed importance of race and social class in 
determining Lhe quaJity of a school district . For Kozel , it seems to 
be a more of an underlying theme throughout his book than stated 
directly , although there are definitely parts that explicitly mention 
it . Johnson , on the other hand , is much more direct about it . Through 
her interviews with parents making schooling decisions for their 
Ch' lldren , she reports that b l ack and white parents alike " all seemed 
Lo dicta e the same basjc formula: a good school is in a good 
n . 8 19hborhood , and a good neighborhood is a wealthier and whiter 
n . 8 19hborhood" (Johnson , 2006 , 41) . With this formula in mind , it is 
not difficult to see how " school reputations were constructed around 
the parents ' subjective impressions of wh o attended the school . The 
reputations were based almost entirely on the race and class 
Characteristics of the families whose children were attending the 
schools" (Johnson , 2006 , 49) . It goes without saying that all parents 
Want to send their children to the best school possible . With 
schooling decisions based a l most entirely on a school ' s reputation 
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based on race and class , it is doubtful that we will break the cycle 
Of inequality any time soon . Johnson takes from Massey and Denton when 
She writes .hat "racial residential segregation is the principal 
structural feature of American society responsible for the 
Perpetuation of urban poverty and represents a primary cause of racial 
inequality in the United States " (Johnson , 2006 , 44) 
While parents would all like to see a solution to the 
inequalities they observe , most are not willing to make personal 
sacritices for the gain of society at large . Johnson discusses how 
there are no real incentives at play for advantaged parents to do the 
right thing , while there are major rewards in continuing to send their 
C::h ' lldren to private school . " While there is nothing wrong with trying 
to Provide the best for one ' s family , this heartfelt desire ends up 
contributing to a structure of inequality that is much larger than any 
one particular parenl or child" (Johnson , 2006 , 162) . An interviewed 
Parent who was white , middle class , and clearly in an advantageous 
Position made this comment about her family ' s involvement in the 
solution : "I wo u ld like to be part of the solution .. but I ' m not going 
to Put my family at risk to be part of the solution" (Johnson , 2006 , 
Another sociologist , Annette Lareau , writes about the 
inequalities that exist in children ' s lives via their social classes 
as Well as their schooling experiences . In her book Unequal 
Childhoods : Class , Race, and Family Life , she exposes how a family ' s 
Social class effects their children . Lareau studies twelve different 
families with a mix of black , white , and interracial children who were 
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Part of the middle-class , working-class , and poor social statuses. She 
Used t horough observations to acquire her data . What Lareau concluded 
throughout her study , is that social class had a definite impact on 
the childhood experiences of these children . While some aspects were 
constant between racial and social class differences , others were not . 
Lareau concludes thaL middle-class children are more ' concertedly 
CUltivated ,' gaining support from their parents every step of the way . 
" In these fami lies , parents actively fostered and assessed 
their children' s talents , opinions , and skills . They 
schedu led their children for activities , reasoned with 
them , hovered over them indie and outside the home , and did 
not hesitate to intervene on the children ' s behalf" 
(Lareau , 2003 , 238) . 
Where as work'ng-class and poor children are encouraged by ' the 
accomplishment of natural growth .' " The working-class and poor parents 
'IJ' lewed children ' s development as unfolding spontaneously , as long as 
they were provided with comfort , good , shelter , and other basic 
support " (Lareau , 2003 , 238) . Both of these child raising styles 
factor in to their academic achievement and ultimately their life 
Lr · alc?ctory . (Lareau , 2003) . 
Sociology of Education - Hidden Curriculum 
Subtle messages are sent through human interaction every day . A 
Ch'ld ' s experience at school is no different . Actually , I would argue 
hat parL of the hidden curriculum that is passed to children through 
their time at school is critical in their socialization. Hidden 
curriculum is defined in Sociology The Essentials as "the informal and 
Often subtle messages about social roles that are conveyed through 
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classroom interaction and classroom materials-roles that are clearly 
linked to gender , race , and class n (Anderson , 2007 , 74). 
In the book Failing at Fairness How Our Schools Cheat Girls , Myra 
and David Sadker speak dominantly about the hidden curriculum of 
gender that prevails within schools . They highlight an experiment that 
challenges students to list as many female figures throughout history 
as they can , not including musical artists , actresses , or athletes . 
The Sadkers fLnd that most , jf not all , students are unaware of the 
contributions hat women have made to American history-but why? To 
explore this issue further , they perform extensive research on the 
standard textbooks being used in classrooms across America . It is not 
surprising why these students have trouble : information about women 
simply does not exist in the books. This may not seem like a big 
Problem on the surface , but its effects have great consequences . The 
lack of information about women available to students teaches girls , 
and boys alike , that men are more important , more significant , and 
smarter than women . In this case , it is obvious that what is not 
included in the formal curriculum can sometimes speak volumes in 
Comparison to what is included. The other part of hidden curriculum 
includes indirect , subLJe messages that are portrayed daily throughout 
a students experience in the education system . These messages can be 
transferred through interactions between the students themselves as 
well as between students and their teachers . 
Through this hidden curriculum, teachers play a large role in the 
Socialization of norms and values , even when they make a conscious 
efEort not to do so . In the Sadkers ' book , a group of teachers were 
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asked if they would be willing to have their class video taped so the 
authors could demonstrate sexism in the classroom . The teachers were 
aware of the purpose , so they were on their best behavior , making 
conscious efforts to not do anything that could be deemed sexist . When 
lhe tapes were reviewed , however , they were filled with small , subtle , 
sexist messages . The teachers called on males more often , waited 
longer for males to respond to questions posed , and spent more time 
With the males overall . When girls experience sexist behavior day 
after day in the classroom, they do " not realize that little by 
little , lesson by lesson , day by day , they [are] being robbed n 
(Sadker , 1994 , 75). 
Socio~ogy of Education - Why Schoo~ing Decisions are Important 
In his famous book , The Power Elite , which was written back in 
1956 , well known sociologist C . Wright Mills discusses the three main 
Powerhouses of American society . Mills identifies the three 
interconnected points of power to be the military , corporate , and 
POlitical elite (Mills , 1956) . It is arguable that much of the ideas 
he presents are still applicable to today ' s capitalist society . While 
teading this book , I focused my attention on the pieces that 
highlighted the importance on schooling experiences for these young 
elite. "Each stage of this education is important to the formation of 
he upper-class man or woman ; it is an educational sequence that is 
Common to the upper classes in all the leading cities of the nation" 
(Mills , 1956 , 64) . He argues that education is a socialization tool 
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that molds tomorrow ' s leaders . Mills even goes as far to say that 
School is Lhe most important socialization agent , even more so than 
the student ' s family , in shaping and molding them . "The school-rather 
than the upper-class family-is the most important agency for 
transmitting the traditions of the upper social classes , and 
regulating the admission of new wealth and talent " (Mills , 1956 , 64-
65) . 
In addition to Mills , Peter Cookson Jr . and Caroline Hodges 
Persell also discuss in their book, Preparing for Power : America's 
Elite Boarding Schools, the importance of schooling decisions in 
breeding elite children to take on their predestined roles . 
Sociologist Randall Collins ' argument is revealed by the authors as 
"the most fundamental purpose of education is to prepare students for 
social and cullural positions within society" (Cookson & Persell , 
l9ss , 16) . It is in these schools , that elj te students are socialized 
for powerful , influential , leadership roles . Schools like Groton , 
Wooster , and Exeter are specific institutions mentioned by name that 
facilitate this socialization . 
It is not only the academic curricula that guide the students , 
)Ut more importantly the extracurricular activities they are involved 
~i th . 
" One in t.hree boarding school students are involved are 
involved in student government compared to one in five 
public school students , and two in five are involved in the 
school newspaper or yearbook compared to one in five . The 
fact that more boarding school students than public school 
students are involved in activities provides additional 
opportunities for them to practice their verbal , 
interpersonal , and leadership skills " (Cookson & Persell , 
1985 , 80) . 
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The most important piece of these statistics is the leadership 
Part . Elite boarding school students are assuming important 
leadership roles within their school community , in large numbers 
and at a young age . This is completely unlike the experience that 
their counterparts are undergoing in an average public school . 
Through these positions , student elites are refining the skills 
that will allow them to have others under their leadership in 
their future lifestyles . 
Disconnection between People's Beliefs 
What is unique about Heather Beth Johnson ' s work , in her book , 
The American Dream and the Power of Wealth , is her choice to explore 
the inequalities that exist by studying wealth . While most traditional 
Studies of the ' haves ' and ' have nots ' focus primarily on poverty and 
the disadvantaged , not giving much attention the idea of wealth and 
the privileged , this is Johnson ' s main focus. Research in this area 
is ground brcakjnq , and realJy makes a person wonder why the looking 
9lass is not more often shifted jn this way . 
Johnson highlights two main points that a tempt to explain why 
disconnect occurs between what people believe , in regard to their idea 
Of the attainability of the ' American Dream' and the role of wealth in 
attaining that dream . These points came to the surface through her 
interviews over and over again . "The first point is the ' power of 
ideology. ' Ideology is a set of ideas that is used to legitimate and 
justify social inequalities .u Johnson argues "the power of ideology is 
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strong : when the ideology seeps in from every facet , when it becomes 
the easy explanation to fall back on , when it appears to be perhaps 
the only explanation , it becomes difficult not to surrender to it" 
(Johnson , 2006 , 153-154). The second point is the " ' power of hope .' 
Despite Lheir diffecences in possibilities and social positioning , 
Privileged and underprivileged families alike were holding out hope" 
(Johnson , 2006 , 155) . Every parent wants the very best for their 
Children , and hope is all that most people have to hold on to . 
Johnson peels away the layers of American ideologies to expose 
the discrepancies between what people say even within the same 
senLence . The parents Lhat she interviewed in her study state that 
Lhey believe everyone has an equal shot at ' making it ' through hard 
Work due to illusion that America ' s meritocratic system works , but in 
the same breath also state that a family ' s wealth does also play a 
large role in life trajectory . Johnson writes , 
"Even when directly confronted with the intrinsic 
incongruity of this contradictory belief system , the 
families interviewed uphold both simultaneously ; the 
American Dream and the power of wealth were not presented 
as dichotomous , but rather were woven together complexly in 
parents ' worldviews and perspective , in the way they 
explained and described their experiences " (Johnson , 2006 , 
147) 
1he power of ideologies in forming a belief system is remarkable . 
" Neither consensus nor consistency exists between 
individualistic/ideological and structural beliefs , and 
that-more often than not-these perspectives are combined . 
Beliefs about inequality are not either/or ; on the 
conlrary , people often hold multiple perspective 
simultaneously" (Johnson , 2006 , 152) . 
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This book furlhered my amazement at ~he inconsistencies in human 
thought processes . I hope that more sociologists take on work in this 
area to better understand this phenomenon . 
Dual Career Couples and Child Care 
In the book Women in the Workplace : Effects on Families , edited 
by Kathryn M. Borman et al ., the idea of working couples and child 
care options is discussed . The lack of affordable , quality child care 
is a huge issue for families where both parents are working . They 
argue that "day care may come to be seen not as a necessary but 
disapproved sociaJ service lor poor children , but as a potentially 
facilitative environment in which young children can be safely and 
lovingly nurtured and intellectually encouraged in their development " 
(Barman et al ., 1984 , 105) . This demonstrates that not only poor or 
working class families need to have both parents working outside the 
home just to make ends meet , but also couples where both parents have 
careers before their children and opt to continue working . This idea 
speaks Lo Lhe trend of more college educated women in the workforce , 
and more women choosing to keep their career after the give birth . 
Margaret Neal and Leslie Hammer assess the responsibilities of 
Parents in this generation , " the sandwich generation ," and how they 
are different from many that came before . In their book , Working 
Couples Caring for Children and Aging Parents , they use both 
qualitative and quantitative styles of research to ask parents of this 
9eneration , what stresses and pressures come from balancing the many 
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aspects of their family life and responsibilities . When parents are 
focused on furthering their careers while caring for their children 
and aging parents simultaneously , life becomes very busy and 
complicated . The main purpose of their book is to "provide a profile 
of dual-earner couples caring both for children and aging parents , to 
determine the prevalence of these couples , and to understand the 
effects of being sandwiched on work and well-being" (Neal and Hammer , 
2007 , 4) . 
Later in the book , they ask what strategies are helpful and what 
couples advise to other working couples . One suggestion that I found 
to be the most difficult to actually implement is choosing a flexible 
job . "Choosing or obtaining a job that allows flexibility either in 
one ' s daily work schedule or in where the work is performed in order 
to be able to provide the family care was an important area of advice 
menUoned by many respondents " (Neal and Hammer , 2007 , 133) . While I 
think this advice is great and would be really helpful , I don ' t see it 
as something that is extremely practical . Unless you find yourself in 
a circumstance where you are self-employed , it is not often that an 
o mpl oyre h as mu c- h sch odu l ing r:J r.x i bj l i · y . Sarn o o[ l~ h o l:l1 or. <1dv i o 
included using family-friendly workplace policies , seeking 
instrumen al support from [amily members , seeking nonfamily 
instrumental support , using technology , among others . These options 
seemed Lobe helpful advice to other working couples . 
What is boils down to is that "parents need to become much more 
energetic and well-advised consumers of quality day care " (Borman , 
1984 , 105) . This quote taken from Borman et al . is a great description 
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of where current research on working couple families and child care 
ends and mine begins . Frustrated with what is currently available for 
conventional child care options , I have found that educated , dual-
career couples are corning up with new ways to avoid the ' best of the 
worst ' child care decision . They have used their strong value of 
education to direct their attention to the option of elite private 
schools and what they have to offer in terns of full day and after 
school care . I was unable to find anything in literature that 
resonated with the trend that I observed . So while much literature 
exists on both the subjects of education and dual-career family 
pressures , a gap in the literature exists where the two subjects 
inLcrsecL. It is wiLhin Lhis gap Lhat my research is located . 
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Research Methods 
I spent the early fall semester of my senior year thinking about 
what interested me sociologically and what type of research project 
would be bo h engaging and practical in the short time that I had to 
implement it . I came to the conclusion that I would like to focus on 
parents ' schooling decisions for their children . What better way to 
find out why people make the decisions they do than to ask them 
directly? To truly understand the situations and circumstances that 
jnfluence parents ' schooling decisions , I decided it would be best to 
conduct qualitative interviews to answer the questions I had about 
parents ' schooling decisions for their children . 
My research was conducted under the supervision of Dr . Heather 
Beth Johnson , Associate Professor of Sociology at Lehigh University . 
My project was approved by the Lehigh University Office of Research 
lluman Subjecls Board . After completing all necessary paperwork as 
well as a Lutorjal abouL human subjects ' ethics through the National 
Institute of Health , my research proposal was submitted on October 31 , 
2007 for limited review by the Institutional Review Board . All 
interviews were cleared throu gh this board , and approval was granted 
on November 26 , 2007 . To comply with their standards , all names of 
subjects are changed in the presentation of my work . 
I chose to focus on Moravian Academy , a local elite private 
school , and parents who made the decision to send their children 
there . I made this decision because Moravian is generally perceived as 
the most elite private school in the Lehigh Valley without a 
particular religious affiliation . (Although it is rooted in Moravian 
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tradition , Lhe school itself is nondenominational) . This was important 
to my study , because I felt that parents who send their children to 
religious institutions often do it in large part because of the 
religious component , regardless of their views toward the education 
system . I asked all my acquaintances in the Lehigh Valley to provide 
me with names of people who they knew had children at Moravian 
Academy . I made contact with these parents and conducted interviews 
discussing their schooling decisions for their children . 
I decided that it would be the most beneficial for me to meet 
with only one parent instead of both because I did not want the 
presence of a spouse to influence or inhibit what was said in the 
interview . All t he parents that I interviewed was part of a different 
Family . The children in these famiJies ranged from two to twenty two 
years old . For all but two families , the children had attended 
Moravian Academy for at least two years in the lower school , which 
included pre-kindergarten up through fifth grade . 
Parents in general are happy to talk about their children . So for 
the most part , all of my participants were happy to speak with me 
aboul Lhejr schooling decisions . I offered to meet my participants at 
Lhe most convenient location For them . So for len of them , I was asked 
to visit their office to conduct the interview . One participant and I 
met for coffee , and the final one came to my home . It was interesting 
to see how open and outwardly honest peop l e were for the most part . 
When the topic of money and fi nances crept in to the conversation , 
even when we weren ' t talking about it explicitly , however , 
conversation began Lo geL tenser . This is not very surprising . I have 
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observed that people who have money don ' t like to talk about it 
because they feel as though they are bragging , and people who do not 
have money don ' t like to talk about it because they are insecure about 
it . I did not let this tension get in the way of my research . I simply 
rephrased questions or moved on to a different topic . Inevitably , 
conversation would lead back to money eventually , because it did seem 
to be a large contributing factor in the schooling decision process . 
By this time , parents were relaxed and felt more comfortable talking 
with me about the ways in which money influenced their decision . 
Time and time again throughout my interviews I found myself 
empathizing with these parents . Holding strong values in the 
impor ance of public education , as well as the idea of women 
furthering their careers , seem like two thjngs that should go hand in 
hand . IL appears , however , that when parents are forced to make a 
decision between furthering their careers and supporting public 
education , these values are in conflict and something has to give . 
Parents want to provide their children with the best they can afford . 
So at the end of the day , that is what they do , regardless of their 
values . 
After conducting ten interviews and transcribing the audio 
recordings , I realized that my research was going in a different 
direction than I had originally anticipated . (To see a list of my 
initial interview questions , as well as the survey used , see Appendix 
A. ) With . ime runnjng short I decided to contact two more parents , one 
of which is a director of a university child care center , and 
interview them with a new set of questions . In addition to this , I 
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also senl ollow up queslions to many of my inilial interviewees via 
e-mail with the new questions that I was looking to explore . (To see a 
list of my follow-up e-mail questions , see Appendix B. ) I would have 
liked to have face to face follow-up interviews , but this seemed the 
best move given the time crunch I was under . 
My sample consisted of nine mothers and three fathers who were 
aJl involved in Lhe decision making process of where their children 
would go to school . Nine of the participants were married , two 
divorced , and one single . The occupations of those interviewed varied , 
but were all along the same vain : six were college professors , three 
librarians , one college dean , one director of a university child care 
facility, and one a consultant . Two participants claimed their 
household income was between $40 , 001 and $70 , 000 , five between $70 , 001 
and $100 , 000 , two between $100 , 000 and $200 , 000 , and two over 
$200 , 001 . One participant chose not to state their household income . 
For the sake of my sample , I feel it is important to make a 
distinction between working couples and dual career couples . Working 
couples consist of two people who are both working jobs to support 
their family. Working couples include part time or full time work and 
can earn minimum wage or salary. Dual career couples are very 
interested in furthering their profession and are usually highly 
educated in their specialty . Because of their high degree of 
specialty , dual career couples are often asked to relocate as a 
consequence of job openings in different geographical regions . This is 
important. Lo a career Eocused person because Lhey are looking to 
advance in whalever they are doing . This relocalion , however , often 
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has consequences such as moving away from your family , friends, and 
loved ones . This means that when dual career couples chose to have 
children , there is no one close to the couple around to help out them 
wiLh their child care needs. They are then forced to rely on outside , 
institutionalized forms of child care that are difficult to find when 
looking for a quality , affordable one . My research strictly focuses on 
dual career couples and the factors they take into account when 
considering child care options for their young children . 
Tn Lhe follow up , I identified seven participants who resonated 
wilh Lhe idea thaL child care was a leading factor in determining 
schooling decisions and sent them the new questions. Of those seven , I 
received responses from six . All six of these parents , whom which the 
mdjor it y o f my fin d in g nrc bnscd , <r.c p ar l o f f a mi li es wh or.c boL h 
parents were working professionals full time at the point they were 
making schooling decisions for their children . 
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Results 
The initial aim of my research was to understand if parents' 
schooling decisions were in-line or in-conflict with their attitude 
toward the public education system . Not only did I find that the dual 
career couples that I interviewed often made decisions that are in-
conflict with their beliefs in regard to the importance of public 
education , but I discovered a leading factor as to why. Many working 
families chose to send their children to elite private institutions 
because they offer full day programs that were more convenient for 
their life styles . While I had initially assumed child care and 
schooling to be separate decisions , it was to my surprise how 
intertwined the two are . It even seems that these two institutions 
influence one anolher quile a bit. 
The dala I collected through my interviews presented many common 
themes . These themes emerged to be central factors in parent ' s thought 
processes in making schooling decisions for their children . I have 
organized these findings into three sections : full day care , 
transportation concerns , and quality of care . Through these sections , 
l will describe the pressing concerns of the interviewed parents and 
show how they have come to lhe decision that elite private school is 
the best option . Later , I will discuss the division I observed between 
parents who chose to keep their children at Moravian Academy beyond 
the initial years , and those who opted out , sending their children to 
the local public school . To protect the anonymity of my research 
parLicipanls , all names have been changed. 
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Fu~~ Day Care 
Public schools in the Lehigh Valley , not unlike many other 
schools throughout the country , offer half day kindergarten programs 
to their taxpayers. For the growing number o[ families with dual 
career parents , this is not the most attractive choice . One parent 
that I interviewed talked about her decision on where to send her two 
children to school , " My schooling decisions were also affected by the 
fact that I do work , you know? Therefore half-day kindergartens 
weren ' t really an option" (Denise) . While parents may feel that being 
a part of a dual career couple while trying to find full day care for 
their children is a personal struggle , I have observed that many are 
in the same boat when it comes to the decision on where to find 
affordable , quality full day care . 
Like most public schools , Moravian Academy also offers a half day 
program at lhe pre-kindergarten level . The difference , however , is in 
the quality, on-site, after-school care that is provided . At Moravian 
the full day school and after-school care is offered at a comparable 
cost to outside child care . One parent talked about the after-school 
care her children received at Moravian Academy . " They go to an 
extended care , which is fabulous for people with working families . 
Which is another reason we chose this school , because the do cater to 
working [amilies" (Anne). 
Based on my research , I would argue that this factor is one of 
the most heavily weighed in considerations by dual career couples 
before choosing a school for their children . One father , who is a 
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university professor , walked me through his decision making process. 
He shared that the " after school care also works very well , and helped 
sort of solidify my decision [for Moravian Academy]" (Chris) . Another 
parent supports my claim when she reveals her reason for going with 
Moravian . "We chose this particular pre-k because it was a full day 
program , which is really unusual for pre-k . And because both parents 
work, thal was an issue " (Melissa) . Time and time again in my 
discussions wilh parenls , they slressed how imperative it was to send 
their children to a place where they could spend the full day either 
in school itself , or a combination of school and after-school care . 
The location , cost , and quality of the after-school care were other 
issues that were addressed . 
Transportation Concerns 
Transporlalion belween localions of care is somelhing that might 
not seem important on the surface , but for parents who are forced to 
stop working to go pick up their children and take them from their 
school to a child care facility , it is a real hassle , if not 
impossible . A child care director shared her thoughts about this 
issue : "Whal makes it hard for parenls is that kindergarten is only 
Lwo and a hal r hours . So by Lhe Lime you gel your child dropped off , 
you literally have time to do maybe an hour and a half work and you 
have to turn around and you have to pick them up" (Jennifer) 
Some parents have the flexibility in their job to make their own 
hours or schedule their lunch break for a time where they can go pick 
up their children from school. "When Victor was in pre-k , I would 
pick him up on my lunch hour and Lake him Lo her [Lhe child care 
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provider ' s] home . Then both our boys would be there for the rest of 
the day and we would pick them up at 5 : 00pm" (Anne) . Unfortunately , 
this is not a more common option . Many parents are committed to hours 
they have less control over , which makes pick up a more difficult 
task . What options are left for parents that cannot easily leave their 
place of employment , or stop in the middle of what they are doing to 
pick up their children? In this circumstance , parents must arrange 
transportation for their children to be moved from the location of the 
school to a baby-sitters or some other type of child care alternative . 
"The other concern , is that these children are taken to another 
location if they aren ' t picked up, in some kind of child care 
arrangement " (Jennifer) . In this sort of situation , a parent not only 
has to concern themselves with arrangjng transportatjon , but also must 
worry hat the chiJd is safeJy transported from point A to point B. 
Qua~ity of Care 
The director of a university child care center voiced her empathy 
for working parents who cannot always be home with their children . 
"I feel for parents who don ' t have the flexibility that 
they need ull time kindergarten . And I always encourage 
parents to keep their children there [at Moravian] . And 
many parents have ... they ' ve stayed ... they haven ' t just done 
pre-k , and kindergarten , and 1st grade .. .. " (Jennifer). 
These parents were hooked to the elite private school through their 
initial exposure to it. She understands that these parents are looking 
for a place that will satisfy all of their needs of full time , 
quality , affordable care . 
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One thing Lhal all of my interviewees shared was the high value 
they placed on education . This value was implied through their 
occupations (professors , deans , librarians , etc) and it was clear 
throughout their responses . For example , when I asked : " What would you 
say is the most important thing for your children to learn? " A popular 
response was "to value or to enjoy learning ." This high value for 
educalion influenced their care decisions as well . Most parents did 
not want their children sitting bored and unengaged for a full day 
while they were at work . It was important to these parents that their 
children were in an environment that encouraged and fostered learning 
and developme n t . "The thing I thought most about was getting them in 
an environment where I really thought they were being challenged and 
stimulated" (Denise) . 
It is imporlanl Lo note Lhat many of Lhe parents I interviewed 
lived in an area where Lhe public school option was not considered to 
be a ' bad ' school . It was simply that the school did not provide the 
full day care that these dual career couple relied on for their 
lifestyle that acted as a driving cause leading them away from the 
local public school as an option . This strengthens my argument that 
Lhe public school is not unattractive because it is simply public or 
bad academically , it is just that it doesn ' t meet the other critical 
needs of these career-driven families . 
Continuing Education at E~ite Private Schoo~ 
In my interviews , I asked parent ' s if money was a factor in their 
schooling decision for Lheir children . Mosl parents agreed that money 
is always a factor , especially when you have a reasonable alternative . 
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"Well definitely , money is a factor versus having your children go for 
free " (Hillary) . The child care director I spoke with knows the cost 
to send children to her center better than anyone . Even she admits 
that "for pre-kit wasn ' t much more " to send a child to Moravian 
Academy opposed to her child care center . "I think when parents were 
paying full time for their children to come here [the child care 
center] it was comparable to what they are paying full time at 
Moravian ." (Jennifer) . 
From just before pre-kindergarten to around the first grade age , 
parents make critical decisions that can guide their child ' s entire 
educational career . Of the parents that I spoke with , some of them 
decided to keep their children enrolled at Moravian Academy for the 
remainder of their educational career , while others did not . After 
examining the similarities and differences between these two groups , I 
came to the following conclusion . Parents who had higher household 
incomes were more often able to keep their children enrolled in the 
elite private school. The parents who realized that they would not be 
able to make the long term financial commitment once the free public 
school option became available , chose to make the switch after the 
pre-k and kindergarten years . 
"We knew they would never would [stay at Moravian] because 
we couldn ' t afford it . You know , the financial aspects . So 
we started our oldest child at Moravian for pre-k , knowing 
that he would only be there for two years , and then come 
first grade he would go to public school . Which didn ' t mean 
1 didn ' t think at the time , ' could we possibly keep him in 
Moravian? ' And if we only had one child we might have been 
able to , but we had two so we couldn ' t. So he went to 
Moravian and then my daughter ' s there now with the 
knowledge she ' ll only be there for two years then move to 
public school in first grade " (Denise) . 
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Families that had trouble affording the tuition , and were 
genuinely looking at il as a ''If I have to pay , I might as well get my 
money ' s worthu kind of opportunity , pull their children out of the 
private school as soon as a cheaper option becomes available . "There 
were the two years at day care and two years at Moravian Academy and 
then we switched to public school for first grade and that was a 
deliberate decision that we had to really think aboutu (Melissa) . Many 
of Lhe parenls , who were al the lower income level and decided to pull 
their children out of Moravian Academy , stressed that one of the main 
reasons that they did this was because of financial inability to keep 
their children there . For many of them , if money was not a factor , 
their children would have remained in the school. 
The parents whose household income was reported in a higher 
ranqc , chose lo keep Lhejr children in that elite private school for 
longer than originally intended . Once these families have a taste of 
the elite private school , whose initial role was full day care , they 
get caught up in it and decide to keep their children enrolled for the 
long run . "It ' s funny ... ! ' m a planner and so I ' m thinking long term , but 
we made the conscious decision to just take one year at a time . We 
decided to go Lo pre-k and kindergarten and then we were gonna kind of 
reevaluale the situalion after thalu (Anne) . Il turns out that afler 
the reevaluation , this family fell in love with Moravian Academy and 
decided that the education that their children would receive there was 
worth the long term financial commitment . For parents that can afford 
Moravian ' s tuition when they no longer need full day care for their 
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children , they are more likely to keep their children enrolled in the 
school long term . 
Another alternative to sending children to a child care facility 
is to provide in-home care via a baby-sitter or nanny . A consultant 
whom l spoke wilh provides a different route o the same conclusion . 
"I have a nanny now, who I pay $40 , 000/year , because I love 
her and she has a master ' s degree . The only way for me to 
keep her , is to keep paying her more and more every year . 
Sending them [her kids] to private school would be less 
than paying my nanny ... we have the money and we ' ve already 
been paying it for almost four years in nanny ." (Evelyn) 
Where child care costs for most of the other parents I spoke with were 
comparable to the cost of tuition at Moravian Academy , for this 
parenl , elite privale school tuition provides a not a comparable 
option , but a cheaper one . When a child can be provided with full day 
care at an elite institution , where they will intellectually 
stimulated and engaged , for less than having a nanny watch them at 
home , schooling decisions become simple . 
"For us , one of the things that ' s needed , it ' s like a no 
brainer to go the private school route and because we were 
already spending it on a nanny . Which we kind of haven ' t 
even put in Lhe equation before , we were like ' can we 
afford $13 , 000 ... $15 , 000 a year for our children? ' And then 
we thought well we are already doing it , and we have been 
for four years . So you know there would only be that one 
year where they would overlap and then after that when they 
are both in , it ' s actually less " (Evelyn) . 
The findings of this research show that there are multiple 
faclors lhal contribule to why dual career couples rationalize 
sending Lheir children Lo local elite private schools , even when 
it is in-conflict wilh their views toward public education . Child 
care is a large concern for many dual career couples and they are 
looking for programs that offer affordable , quality , full day 
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care for their children . These couples have concluded that the 
best option is it send their children to the local elite private 
schools because it offers all of the aforementioned things they 
are looking for . When parents make enough money to comfortably 
afford the tuition after the emergent need for private school is 
gone , they continue to enroll their children there year after 
year . Parents who are unable to swing the tuition when all the 
qualities they are looking for become available in public school , 
Lhey Lend Lo pull Lhe children oul of the private school and send 
them to public school for the rest of their education . 
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Conclusion 
America has entered a Lime where more and more women are becoming 
highly educated and establishing their place in the workforce , and 
launching and developing a career takes much effort and attention . 
When career-driven couples become parents , child care arises as a real 
issue . With the rising expense of quality child care , and the lack of 
full day public schooling for both pre-k and kindergarten , it is no 
surprise that parents are looking for alternative options . Educated , 
dual career couples have done the research and are on to something. 
Why shouldn ' t parents give the best that they can to their children? 
It seems child care and schooling are not actually separate 
decisions , but that the two are extremely intertwined . I have 
concluded through my research that parents are using elite private 
schools as alternate forms of care for Lheir young children . The main 
factors that contribute to this decision are Lhe need of full day 
care , the issue of transportation from site to site , and the quality 
of care that is offered at these institutions . In addition , I 
highlight that parents whose household i n come is more than $100 , 000 a 
year typically wilJ continue their child ' s education at the elite 
private school after the need [or Lheir attendance for the initial 
reasons has dissipated . Those parents who reported a household income 
of less that $100 , 000 purely use Moravian Academy for the use that it 
was originally intended for . While they would like to keep their 
children enrolled in private school if finances permitted , they 
decided to puJJ the children out and send them to the local , free 
public school . 
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Regardless of the work that I put into this project , like many , 
it has its share of shortcomings . The sample that was used in this 
sLudy was extremely restricted. I only spoke to twelve parents in the 
Lehigh Valley abouL their schooling decisions . All of these parents 
were white , and came from upper-middle or upper class socioeconomic 
brackets , most of which who were employed by local universities. If 
time permitted , I would have liked to interview more parents in the 
area to give my results more legs to stand on . In addition , I would 
have liked to expand my research to other geographical regions to see 
if my findings held true outside of this area . Because of this small , 
rather homogeneous sample , it is difficult to tell how easily we can 
generalize the results. 
While studying a restricted sample can be looked at as a 
shortcoming of Lhis study , it can also be looked at as a contribution . 
targeLed a very specific group of parenLs when I conducted my 
research . Studying this elite group of people is extremely important . 
Most of the current literature focuses on the disadvantaged . There is 
simply not enough literature out there focused on privileged people . 
It is important to study this class of people because they are 
extremely influential in regards to setting societal trends . These 
cljt.cs hold the power to either initiate socil change or uphold the 
infrastructure of society . 
While parents in this situation may feel that being a part of a 
dual career couple while trying to find full day care for their 
children is a personal struggle , it is true that many are in the same 
boat when it comes to the decision on where to find affordable , 
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qualily full day care . There is often that elite local private school 
whose costs are just about as must as expensive full day care 
elsewhere . As Boreman et al . claims in their book , "we need a societal 
commitment to provide more adequate child care supports for working 
families with children" (Boreman et al. , 1984 , 108) . It is not until 
lhis happens that child care and schooling decisions will be an easy 
one for parents like the dual career couples that have been 
interviewed in this study . More research needs to be done in this area 
to help understand what implications this phenomenon has for the 
future . Will it push public schools to move toward full day programs 
with quality , affordable after school care? Or will it drive more and 
more dual career couples , regardless of their views toward the public 
education system , to take advantage of what elite private schools have 
to offer their lifestyles? 
Crafting and developing this research project has been an 
interesting experience . It has been challenging at times , but has been 
extremely rewarding . Personally reflecting on my results has caused me 
lo Lhink about my own future and how I will handle this same decision . 
Wh"lc where Lo send your children to school seems like a small choice , 
I recognize that it can have large implications for the child ' s future 
life trajectory . As someone who does have strong beliefs toward the 
importance of public education , yet at the same time also believes in 
women excelling in the professional world , I can ' t help but wonder how 
I will choose to balance my career and time with my children when the 
time comes . 
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Appendix A 
Initial Interview Questions 
What is the sex and current age of each of your children? 
At what age (of the child) did you start thinking about where you were 
Lo send your child(ren) Lo school? Whal were your thoughts? 
WhaL decision did you make? How did you come to thal decision? 
Do you have a long time education plan for your child(ren)? IE : Do you 
intend on keeping them in one school or making changes throughout 
their career as a student? Why? 
Did anyone help you make this decision? How important was their input? 
Was money ever a factor in your decision? How so? 
How far away is your child(ren) ' s school from your home? 
How do Lhey gel there? 
Arc there any schools (public or privale) closer than the one your 
child(ren) attend(s)? 
Please describe to me your impression of your child(ren) ' s school . 
What do you like about it? Dislike? 
Please describe to me your impression of the Moravian Academy (if 
child goes to public school) OR the Bethlehem Public School District 
(if child attends/attended Moravian Academy)? 
Have you ever been to this school? For what reason(s}? 
Do you [eel Lhat you were aware of all of your options while you were 
making this decision? 
ls Lhere anything that you know now that you wish you would have known 
before you made your final decision? 
What do you think is the most important thing for your child(ren) to 
learn? 
If your child told you that they want to be President of the United 
States , what would your response be? 
What comes to your mind when you hear the phrase " American Dream" ? 
What does jL mean to you? Do you believe it to be real/attainable? 
WhaL factors do you contribute to successfulness , in your personal 
life , or in general? 
Do you think that all education is equal? 
If not , what determines the differences in education? 
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Appendix A 
Interview Survey 
Interviewee Number 
Date of Birth (mm/dd/yyyy) __________________________________ __ 
Sex 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Race 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Occupation 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Please indicate the range that most accurately describes your 
household ' s yearly income : 
15 , 000 or under 
15,001 - 40,000 
40,001 - 70 ,000 
70 , 001 - 100,000 
100,000 - 200 ,000 
200 , 001 or above 
Zip code ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Mari La! SLaLus ____________________________________________________ _ 
Number of children 
-------------------------------------------------
Time lived in Lehigh Valley (in years) 
Would you be willing to participate in a follow up interview if 
needed? 
----------------------------
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Appendix B 
When I began my research last semester , I was interested in exploring 
parents ' schooling decisions for their children and whether or not 
they were in-line or in-conflict with their beliefs toward the public 
education system . Through my preliminary research , I have come to find 
Lhat in marriages where both parents are working , or in circumstances 
of single working parent , a majority of the families are sending their 
children to private school , regardless of their views toward public 
education . I believe that this is due to such schools full day 
kindergarten programs (which are not often an option in the local 
public schools) for approximately the same price as full day child 
care at the pre-k and kindergarten level . 
Would you say that this suggestion resonates with you? 
Was enrolling your child(ren) in a full day program an important 
factor? 
!low about with other people you know with children the same age as 
yours? 
Where you aware that the average cost of full day child care is 
comparable to Moravian Academy for pre-k/kindergarten? 
If so , how did you become aware of this? 
Since Moravian Academy offers on-site daycare , was this option more 
attractive opposed to an off-site day care that requires 
transportation from school to the day care site? 
Can you walk me through your child ' s transition from day care to 
formal school? (aL whatever age/grade level Lhat might be) 
At the time your child was entering pre-k/kindergarten , did you work? 
Full or part time? 
At the time your child was entering pre-k/kindergarten , did your 
spouse work? Full or part time? 
Is there any information you would like to share with me about your 
schooling decisions at the pre-k/kindergarten level or your day care 
that you think would be beneficial to my study? 
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